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PLEASE NOTE 

You can find all the assets shown within these brand 
guidelines in the brand toolkit (email signatures, 
templates, etc.) on phdfilingcabinet.com

Welcome to PHD – we’re a global communications 
planning and media buying agency network, 
delivering smart, strategic thinking and creative 
innovation for leading brands.
 
Brilliant media thinking is in our DNA. A culture of 
thought leadership, creativity and innovation has 
seen us grow from a challenger agency in the UK, 
to a global leader with over 6,500 employees in 
more than 100 offices.
 
We combine the latest industry insight with the 
best creative minds to produce innovative planning 
and create award-winning work for some of the 
world’s largest advertisers.
 
PHD | Make the Leap is our ethos and sums up 
how we approach everything – from a new client 
brief to the way we work.

Our visual identity reflects 
who we are and our way of thinking.

We’ve got 
a whole lot
smarter
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Being PHD

HOW WE THINK (our brand essence)

WHAT WE STRIVE FOR (our vision)

& HOW WE DO IT (our mission)

PHD | Make the Leap is our ethos.  
We believe in challenging the status  
quo to deliver continual improvement  
in all we do.

To lead the industry with unparalleled 
strategic thinking, driven by a culture of 
innovation, creativity and collaboration.

Building our client’s businesses and 
brands through the innovative use of 
media communications and market-
leading media buying solutions.
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Part of a powerful family

Being part of Omnicom Media Group (OMG) gives 
PHD world-class purchasing power to meet the 
tough buying demands of the world’s biggest 
advertisers. Having access to sophisticated research 
resources and advanced business intelligence tools 
through the group allows us to deliver the very best 
strategic expertise.

PHD is part of the Omnicom Group, one of the 
world’s leading marketing and communications 
companies. Formed in 1986, Omnicom is a strategic 
and financial holding company that manages a 
portfolio of agency networks in the disciplines of 
advertising, marketing services and speciality 
communications.

DIVERSIFIED MARKETINGADVERTISING AGENCIES MEDIA SERVICES

(People-based marketing platform) (Data, Tech & Analytics)

100+ countries
74,000+ employees

 (Creative 
agency)

(Multicultural 
consultancy)

 (Experiential 
& events)

(Specialist  
production service)
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OUR VALUES

We know that being open helps us to 
look all around us, explore, discover, listen 
and empathise. It ensures we collaborate 
more instinctively and successfully within 

PHD, and beyond, with partners.

openness
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We are inquisitive by nature. We like to 
question, explore and learn. We love 

unchartered territory. It makes for more 
interesting conversations. We think curiosity is 

infectious and gets to more powerful human 
truths and insights, and ultimately, better work. 

OUR VALUES

curiosity
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Courage is the power to let go of the familiar. 
We like to challenge convention and try new 

things. Only then do we know we have given it 
our best shot. Permission to fail is part of our 

culture, in the spirit of making the leap.

OUR VALUES

courage
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Creativity is letting go of certainties and 
seeing the familiar in a new light. It’s about 

breaking habits and rules and sparking ideas 
that can ignite and set the world alight.

OUR VALUES

creativity
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Collaboration is knowing that the strength of a 
team is in each individual and the strength of 

each individual is in the team. When we all move 
to work together, success takes care of itself.

OUR VALUES

collaboration
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Step into 
our world

BRAND OVERVIEW
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LOCATION CALL OUTS 

When we need to call out our 
location offices at conferences  
and in joint office presentations, 
follow our PowerPoint rules  
(see pages 62-69). 

PHD IN BODY COPY 

PHD must always be written in 
CAPS in body copy. 
 
Never: Phd or phd

LOGO LOCK UPS 

We use the PHD frame to attach 
taglines, accolades, programmes 
and conferences to our master 
logo (see examples). Use sparingly.  
 

PLEASE NOTE 

If you need an accolade, programme 
or conference logo created, contact 
the worldwide team at 
phdwwmarketing@phdmedia.com

MASTER GLOBAL LOGO 

We are one network, one brand, 
one voice.  
 
Being a global brand, we only 
need one logo to spearhead our 
diverse, innovative and creative 
voice. So no matter where we are 
in the world, we’re behind the PHD 
logo. The master logo is always in 
PHD purple or white. 

One voice 
one logo

LOGO LOCK UPS

MASTER LOGO

Tagline

Accolades, conferences  
and programmes: 
Supporting text must be 
PHD’s Interface Bold font 
and one of PHD’s secondary 
colours. It should be roughly 
3/4 of the height of the frame. 
The space between the frame 
and the text should be the 
same as the space between 
PHD and the frame. The 
baseline of the frame should 
align with the baseline of 
the text.

WORLDWIDE EXCHANGE PROGRAMME

No appendages can be made to the PHD logo. All requests for logos must seek sign off from the WW marketing team.
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Our united family network

DUAL AGENCY LOGOS 

In some markets, PHD has grown from merging with leading 
agencies in their field. In these instances we use dual branding 
to leverage the benefits of our respective reputations.  
 
A set of rules apply to how business names are attached to 
the PHD logo to help us remain consistent across the brand.

Our key assets

FRAMES CONNECTING AND FRAMING OUR TAGLINES, ACCOLADES & POINT OF VIEW

Connecting 
and framing

BRAND FONTS

OMNI STUDIO LOGO

SAFETY FONT

Calibri Bold
Calibri Regular

Interface Bold
Averta Regular

COLOUR PALETTE

PRIMARY SECONDARY
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Framing our  
point of view, 
connecting to 
content and 
connecting  
to the page
Employee names should use PHD’s Averta font and 
in PHD’s Violet. Names should be 14pt in size which is 
roughly the height of the frame. The space between 
the frame and the text should be the same as the 
space between PHD and the frame. The baseline of 
the frame should align with the baseline of the name. 
Please use the PHD Business Card template which  
can be found on the PHD Filing Cabinet. 

Our frame is an 
active element

FRAME AND CONTENT 

Content is contained within the frames. Pairs of 

frames must be the same colour as one another, 

but can be different to the copy.
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Single
Single

Types of frame 
and their roles
There are two types of frames. 
They each have specific roles.

a) Connecting text to text b)  Connecting text to multiple types  
of content

c) Connecting sets of image and text

Framing our point of 
view, connecting to 
content and connecting 
to the page

Our frame is an 
active element

Image and text

Content title header

Averta regular in PHD grey, 12pt in 
sentence case for main body copy. 
Use shorter paragraphs to engage 
your audience.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Curabitur ut dolor et ante 
feugiat sodales vitae porta ex. Nunc vel 
eros iaculis, fringilla neque vel, feugiat 
ipsum. Phasellus libero nisi, lobortis 
a vehicula et

SUB HEADER

This is dummy copy to show how a paragraph 
works when related to a picture, photo or icon.

SUB HEADER

This is dummy copy to show how a paragraph 
works when related to a picture, photo or icon.

SUB HEADER

This is dummy copy to show how a paragraph 
works when related to a picture, photo or icon.

Pair

a) Framing title text 
 

b) Framing statement text c)  Framing statistics or key words such 
as PHD’s core values 
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The size of frame 
and its position 
relates to how 
it is being used: 
headline, image, 
title or body copy.

How to size and 
position frames

The frames should appear at roughly ¾ of 

the height of your leading capital letter. The 

size can be increased or decreased to fit 

your text. In doing this, you should keep the 

frame square at all times.

The size of the frame should be dictated by 

the thickness of the frame stems matching 

the thickness of your opening/capital letter. 

This can be done by eye and should 

resemble the examples below.

Frame height  
= 3/4 of text

M
Frame thickness 

= stem of  
capital letter M

Imaginary box rule

Frames should be aligned to the cap height & baseline of the text. This means 
that the bottom of the first frame should sit in line with the top of the first 
capital letter and in line with its left hand side.

The second frame should sit with its left side in line with the furthest letter to 
the right, and with the top of the frame reaching the bottom of the lower case 
letters (this is known as the baseline).

FRAMING KEY STATEMENTS

CONNECTING TITLES OR IMAGES WITH BODY COPY USING A SINGLE FRAME

The baseline of the title text sits in 
line with the top of the frame. 

The top of the descriptive text 
hangs from the same point so the 
top of the frame and the top of the 
descriptive text should be in line. 

There should be a frame’s width 
between the frame itself, and the 
descriptive text.

Title here
Text hangs from the 
bottom right of the 
frame. There should 
be a frame’s width 
between the frame 
itself, and the image.

A zMedia Network 
of the Year
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SINGLE

Connect sets or sequences of images & text  
with same-size single frames.

Connect related topics (image & text) with a single 
frame. Simplicity is key.

PAIR
 
Use only one PAIRED set of frames per title page. You can used PAIRED frames to highlight multiple 

statistics. Use your judgement to avoid overcrowding.

Frame amounts

The key rule is to not overpopulate your page 
with lots of frames, connecting to lots of types 
of content.

Don’t use more 
than one colour  
per pair of frames.

Don’t use gradients 
of colour in frames. 

Don’t use colours 
outside the  
PHD palette.

Keep your 
frames within 
the PHD 
colour palette

FRAME COLOURS

NO!

YES!

NO!

YES!

NO!

YES!
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Frame usage

FRAMING OUR WAY OF THINKING 
Website.

CONNECTING TO PAGE 
PowerPoint full image slide
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HEADLINE BANNERS

TAGLINES AS HEADLINE BANNERS 

Use this format when you’re showcasing 
our tagline as headline banners. In this 
instance these can be standalone elements.  
 

THE PHD | MAKE THE LEAP TAGLINE IS 
WRITTEN IN TITLE CASE.

Using the logo lock up

Use the logo lock up on business 
cards. Please use the PHD Business 
Card template which can be found 
on the PHD Filing Cabinet. 

Use the PHD advert template as a guide for any PHD | Make the Leap ads

Use the imagery on the 
website and reference 
PHD | Make the Leap 
once on the homepage

Use the logo 
lock up in creds 

presentations and 
footers (sparingly)
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DON’T...

DON’T...

DON’T...

DON’T...

DON’T...

DON’T... DON’T...

Over-use the logo lock up – our logo should predominantly be 
used without the tagline in all documents and across all channels

Simply replace all occurrences of Finding a Better Way 
with PHD | Make the Leap

Use ‘Make the Leap’ without 
PHD as a prefix – it should 
always be PHD | Make the Leap

Use frames around 
PHD | Make the Leap

Include the 
new tagline 
in email 
signatures

Use the tagline 
on signage – only 
use the PHD logo

Use physical leaps off 
items to demonstrate 
PHD | Make the Leap

Media 
Network
of the Year

The PHD | Make the Leap tagline is written 
in title case. 

Here’s how to showcase our accolades  
as headline banners.  
 

Accolades Are Written In Title Case.
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Personalities are 
for fonts, too.

We’re 
full of
characters
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Calibri
The font for everyday and collaboration

Use me when you want to share editable 
documents with clients, suppliers and other third 

parties who won’t have our brand fonts.

I’m here 
for sharing

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 
./,’\;][?><|”:}{+_)(*and^%$£@!±§+-_#

Oh, and I love a bit of colour!

Calibri Bold
I’m used for big 
statements, headlines, 
titles, small category 
titles and finally for 
highlighting body copy. 

I like to be kept busy!

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
./,’\;][?><|”:}{+_)(*and^%$£@!±§+-_#

Calibri Regular
I’m used for body copy. I like to 
stay monochrome; whites, greys 
and blacks for me.

HIERARCHIES
Follow the hierarchies as normal.
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Interface Bold
The statement font for designers

When creating special documents and 
presentations using designers, please 
use our brand fonts “Interface Bold” and 
“Averta Regular”. Fonts can be found on the 
Filing Cabinet. Please note as they are non-
standard fonts, they need to be installed 
and therefore will not be able to be used by 
anyone externally unless they are installed.

Oh, and I love  
a bit of colour!

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 
./,’\;][?><|”:}{+_)(*and^%$£@!±§+-_#

Interface Bold
I’m used for big statements, 
headlines, titles, small category 
titles and finally for introductory 
body copy. 

I like to be kept busy!
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 
./,’\;][?><|”:}{+_)(*and^%$£@!±§+-_#

Averta Regular
I’m used for body copy. I like 
to stay monochrome; whites, 
greys and blacks for me.

Averta Regular
The body copy for designers

Friendly and 
open, use me 
when there’s 
lots to say
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Colour me 
creative

Our colour palette for 
screen and print
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OUR PRINT COLOURS 

PHD purple and white are our primary 
colours. 

Capri, Rubine and Violet are our 
accent colours. They love to sit  
next to our greys and PHD purple.

It’s all about getting the right balance 
of colour, not throwing them all on to 
one page. 

Consistency of colour is key – the 
following breakdowns must be used.

Impactful print

PLEASE NOTE 

Use CMYK for uncoated stock  
and Pantone for coated.

Pantone 2627
c 85 m 100 y 6 k 38

White
c 0 m 0 y 0 k 0

This is PHD purple – our signature colour
Playful and sophisticated

Fresh, contemporary and calm

white

Pantone 320
c 96 m 0 y 31 k 2

Pantone Rubine
c 8 m 100 y 35 k 3

Pantone 526
c 73 m 100 y 0 k 0

Fresh and vibrant Bold and courageous Punchy and playful

capri rubine violet

Pantone Cool Gray 2
c 5 m 3 y 5 k 11

Pantone Cool Gray 7
c 20 m 14 y 12 k 40

Grey family adds diversity and flexibility

light grey mid grey

Pantone Cool Gray 11
c 44 m 34 y 22 k 77

Pantone Black
c 70 m 50 y 30 k 100

dark grey black
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EXAMPLE 

Our colours in action.
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r 61 g 17 b 82
hex #3D1152

r 0 g 156 b 166
hex #009CA6

r 112 g 47 b 138
hex #702F8A

r 208 g 208 b 206
hex #D0D0CE

r 83 g 86 b 90
hex #53565A

r 213 g 21 b 102
hex #D51566

r 151 g 153 b 155
hex #97999B

r 0 g 0 b 0
hex #000000

r 255 g 255 b 255
hex #FFFFFF

white

capri rubine violet

light grey mid grey

dark grey black

OUR SCREEN COLOURS 

Here are the RGB and hex screen  
values for our colour palette.  
 
Let’s stand out!

Screen presence
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ONLINE 

Example of PHD Worldwide website.
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SOCIAL MEDIA 

Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, Facebook

POWERPOINT 

WEBSITE 

EMAIL SIGNATURE 

BUSINESS CARDS

FLAG BRANDING 
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LETTERHEADS  

BUSINESS CARDS  

USB STICKS 

NOTEBOOKS 

COMP SLIPS  

ENVELOPES  

PENS

PRINT SPECS 

For full print specifications please 
see page 58.
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So, how 
do we use 
them?

KEY ASSETS
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MASTER LOGO 

The master logo is always in 
PHD purple or white.

SIGNAGE 

Using simple, bold, calm signage
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EMAIL SIGNATURE 

‘Media Network of the Year’ 
headline sits next to our logo  
in our email signature. 
 
We’ve won the award, let’s  
tell people about it.  
 
This lock up is only used in your 
email signature. 
 
Apart from the PHD logo  
with award lockup and your 
Overthrow challenger type,  
no other banner should be  
used in your email signature.

FOOTERS 

‘Media Network of the Year’ 
can connect to the logo as a 
tagline. When connected  
to a logo, title case is used. 
 
Predominantly used as footers 
for PowerPoint presentations 
as shown to the right.
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Email signatures

The Telephone Exchange
5 North Crescent, Chenies Street,
London, WC1E 7PH

Direct: +44 (0)00 0000 0000
Mobile: +44 (0)0000 000000
 
phdmedia.com 

Name Surname
Job Title

CELEBRATING 30 years in the UK
TOP AUTOMOTIVE AGENCY NETWORK 2019 WARC Rankings

phdmedia.com 

MASTER EMAIL SET UP GUIDE 

1. To create a new signature, use the 
signature function. Copy and paste the  
text into the template to ensure colours,  
font sizes and spacing is correct. 
 
2. Position cursor in between job title  
and address. Insert picture (do not  
attach it). Choose email version of  
PHD accolade logo. 
 
3. Position cursor underneath URL. Insert 
picture. Choose each social media icon. 
Repeat until all 5 icons are placed as  
shown. No spaces needed between icons.

CHECK COLOURS! 

1. PHD purple and capri colour breakdown 
must be used. Here’s reminder:  
 
PHD Purple: R 61 G 17 B 82 
Capri: R 0 G 156 B 166 
 
2. Mac users: Logo and social media icons 
colour must be correct. Please only use the 
jpgs provided to create email signature. 
Here’s an example of what we don’t want.

ADDITIONAL MESSAGES 

Celebrating something special or want to 
shout out about an award win? Here’s 
where you showcase it. Follow these rules 
to get a punchy headline that will get 
noticed. Consistency is key. 

1. “CELEBRATING” in capri CAPS, follow 
with what you’re celebrating in sentence 
case PHD purple. 
 
2. “AWARD TITLE, POSITION, YEAR” in capri 
CAPS, follow with the award ceremony title 
and sponsor in sentence case PHD purple.

REPLY EMAIL SIGNATURE 

Set up a reply email signature, shown in this 
example. Name and logo in PHD purple 
with your direct and mobile numbers in 
PHD dark grey. Highlight, copy and paste 
into your reply email signature to ensure 
colours, fonts and sizing is all correct. 

NO BANNERS! 
Apart from your Overthrow challenger type, 
no banners should sit within or under your 
email signature.

Name Surname
PHD
Direct: +44 (0)20 3349 6752 Mobile: +44 (0)79 7970 3766
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PLEASE REMEMBER! 

If you’re printing other 
materials, please make 
sure to use the correct 
colour setup for the type 
of printing technique and 
stock to ensure a quality, 
consistent PHD finish.

DUAL LANGUAGE /  
TWO ADDRESSES 

If ‘dual languages’ or 
‘visitor and postal 
addresses’ are needed on 
your business cards, 
please use relevant 
master files.

INTRODUCTION 

So you’ve got the designs, now what are the print 
details to get a consistent PHD finish? Here’s a table  
to give you everything you need to know.

COMP SLIPS 

DL 2pp 

99 (h) x 210 (w) mm

STOCK 

160gsm  
or local weight system equivalent 

Fedrigoni Splendorgel 

(widely available and  
laser / offset / toner / 
compatible)

PRINTING TECHNIQUE 

Digital

ARTWORK SETUP 

CMYK

Print specifications

BUSINESS CARDS 

55 (h) x 85 (w) mm 

2pp 

STOCK 
400gsm 
or local weight system equivalent 

Fedrigoni Splendorgel 

(widely available and  
laser/offset / toner / 
compatible

PRINTING TECHNIQUE 

Digital 

 

Finish: matte film 

laminate both sides

ARTWORK SETUP 

CMYK

PAPER STOCK 

If Splendorgel is not 
available in your area, 
use a bright white, 
smooth, uncoated paper.

PLEASE NOTE 

If you cannot print litho,  
ask your printer to confirm that 
their digital inks can be run 
through an office laser printer 
without melting. If they 
guarantee this, print digital 
CMYK. If they can’t guarantee 
this, do not print professionally, 
use the branded Word template 
and print in-house.

LETTERHEADS 

A4 1pp 

297 (h) x 210 (w) mm

STOCK 

115gsm  
or local weight system equivalent 

Fedrigoni Splendorgel 

(widely available and  
laser / offset / toner / 
compatible)

PRINTING TECHNIQUE 

Lithography (preferred)  
or digital

ARTWORK SETUP 

CMYK

Discuss the size of your 
print run with your 
printer to find the most 
cost-effective way to 
produce your letterhead.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP 
A. Letterhead     
B. Business cards    
C. Comp slip
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KEEPING US IN THE KNOW 
In the Know, The Word and Newsflash are 
newsletter updates of what’s going on within 
the PHD network and the media industry.

NEWSFLASH 

Big headline news that pops into your inbox  
in real time. 
 
Image headline banner and introductory  
quote, with a more detailed article  
underneath – so you can have all  
the important facts.

All banners going externally need to 
follow the same format. If you need  
help in creating one, please speak  
to the WW Marketing & Comms  
team at  
phdwwmarketing@phdmedia.com.

IN THE KNOW 

A weekly email showcasing current 
company and people news, new 
business wins and PHD perspectives. 
 
A great place to find out what’s going 
on in a few moments.
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The PowerPoint rule of thumb 

1. Always frame your page
 Your page frames always go top left and bottom right.

2. Don’t invent new sizes
 Specific sizes are provided for text and frames.

3. Keep your distance
 Make sure your text is the right distance from the frame.

4. Take care with colour
 Page frames are the same colour as one another. Frames that  
 connect pictures or content are the same colour as each other. 

5. No mixing and matching
 Always make sure your page frames match the section colour themes. 
  Capri frames go in the capri theme, rubine frames go in the rubine 

theme and so on.

6. Don’t multiply
 Keep a clear hierarchy between the page and connecting content  
 frames. And don’t double up on page frames.

Should you find the need to customise additional elements, these are the things you need to know:

Image and text

Content title header

Averta regular in PHD grey, 12pt in 
sentence case for main bodycopy.  
Use shorter paragraphs to engage 
your audience.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Curabitur 
ut dolor et ante feugiat sodales vitae 
porta ex. Nunc vel eros iaculis, fringilla 
neque vel, feugiat ipsum. Phasellus 
libero nisi, lobortis a vehicula et

Title

14

6PA
GE FRAM

ES

CREDIT YOUR OFFICE 

If you need to credit your office,  
a footer in the bottom right corner.

PHILIPPA BROWN

CEO
Worldwide

MARK HOLDEN

Planning & Strategy 
Director worldwide

KATE KING

Chief Talent 
Officer

PHILIPPA BROWN

CEO
Worldwide

4C
O

NNECTIN
G

F

R A M E S

4PA
GE FRAM

ES

1

Title

3

NO!

NO!

NO!
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The 
rule of 
thumb
Here’s a snapshot of our PowerPoint templates.  
Always use this template to create presentations.
 
Less is more and by following the master template, 
your content will jump off the screen!

POWERPOINT

OFFICE LOCATION CALL OUT 

Use a title headline slide to introduce yourself, giving 
impactful presence for your part of the presentation. 
Follow the titles rules and use Interface Bold for both 
PHD and location. On content slides use the footer in 
the bottom right corner.

MASTER SLIDE OPTIONS 

Within the PowerPoint master template there’s a 

series of front covers, dividers and content slides to 
give you the variety that you need. 
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REMEMBER! 

Create and send a PDF of your PowerPoint to external 
readers, when using our brand fonts. 
 
If the external reader needs to edit the document, use 
the external editable PowerPoint version which uses our 
safe font Calibri.

POWERPOINT DOCUMENTS 

Showcasing our series of brand images within PowerPoint 
documents presented to an external audience.
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Our icon library
When needing to highlight 

collaboration with others, please 
always use the icons to the right.

Icons can be found in the full 
PowerPoint template.

Keeping the 
conversation 
going...

Icons
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Internal image bank

An inner 
freedom

PHOTOGRAPHY
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INTERNAL IMAGES 

An internal image bank is available for 
internal use only on phdfilingcabinet.com 
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A new 
outlook

External image bank – getting the 
right message in the right place

PHOTOGRAPHY
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PRESS 
ADVERTISING
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Say 
cheese!

Photographing  
portraits and 

editorial features

PHOTOGRAPHY
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DOs & DON’Ts 

The backdrops will be set, so the 
photographer will let you know where to 

stand. Try a couple of angles for the 
photographer. Keep relaxed – we’re 

professional, but not stiff.  
 

Most importantly, have fun!

HEADSHOTS 

Headshots are to be taken on 

a dark grey background (colour 
reference: cool grey). Shown in 
example here.  
 
For variation, the photographer 
should take different angle 
shots, long body shots and 
horizontal portraits.  
 
These should be used on the 
website, with press releases 
and where multiple shots of 
people are required.  
 
Remember to retouch clothing to 
smooth out any major creases.
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EDITORIAL PORTRAITS 

Use architecture backdrops and tables to give a 
perception of framing the subject. To be used for 
editorial articles, feature pages.

DOs & DON’Ts 

No reflections please, so no standing in front  
of mirrors or glass.
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It’s the little things that 
mean so much

Little 
added 
extras
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LITTLE ADDED EXTRAS 

Most of us love a cup of coffee to 
keep us going, Post-It notes for 
reminders, umbrellas to keep dry, 
reusable water bottles when we’re out 
and about and bags to hold our stuff. 
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So let’s be united

We’re 
part of 
a big 
family
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